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T ip-sample  interactions become crucial owing to increased overlap at small t ip-sample  separation. The potential barrier 
collapses before the point of maximum attraction on the apex of the tip, but the effective barrier may remain significant 
owing to the strong confinement  of current-carrying states to the constriction between tip and sample. At such separations 
the perpendicular tip force is still attractive and determined by ion- ion repulsion and redistribution of electronic charge. 
Electronic states are modified by the tip-induced perturbation of the potential in the vicinity of the tip. Self-consistent 
calculations reveal that local properties, such as elastic deformation, effective height and width of the tunneling barrier, 
electronic states and attractive tip force are si te-dependent and reversible on the atomic scale. Numerical results suggest a 
relation between the perpendicular tip force and barrier height as a function of separation. A mechanical contact is formed 
with relatively strong bonds at separation near the point of zero force gradient. Whether  the effective potential can collapse 
and hence the first channel can open to allow a transition from tunneling to ballistic conduction, and whether  the 
conductance can show quantized steplike changes with increasing plastic deformation depends on material properties. 
I. Introduction 
During the past decade, scanning tunneling 
microscopy (STM) [1] has developed into a pow- 
erful experimental technique to probe local elec- 
tronic structure without invoking periodicity. In 
the conventional view of STM the t ip-sample 
separation z is assumed sufficiently large to allow 
only weak coupling between their electronic 
states. In this case, the tunneling can be de- 
scribed by the transfer Hamiltonian approach in 
terms of the one-electron states of the bare elec- 
trodes (tip and sample), and the tunneling cur- 
rent is exponentially dependent on the separa- 
tion. Accordingly, STM probes the weak overlap 
between the wave functions of tip and sample, 
and can yield resolution down to the atomic scale. 
The electronegativity difference between the tip 
and sample leads to a transfer of charge and thus 
to an electrostatic interaction. In addition, de- 
pending on the shape of the tip, strong Van der 
Waals (VdW) forces may act but are expected to 
be essentially uncorrugated on the atomic scale. 
Depending on the bias polarity, tunneling occurs 
either from filled or towards empty states of the 
sample and can reveal the spectrum of the sam- 
ple surface in the range of energy E v - e V  < E <_ 
E v + e V  ( E  v and V being Fermi energy and bias 
voltage, respectively). New techniques, such as 
ballistic electron emission microscopy [2] (to probe 
interfaces and to provide spatial and energy reso- 
lution of the scattering process) and field emis- 
sion of electrons from an atomically sharp tip [3] 
(to obtain a stable and well collimated e-beam), 
are also derived from STM. All these modes of 
STM operation are performed at large separa- 
tions with nearly independent electrodes, and are 
identified as the conventional tunneling regime. 
In some typical operating modes of STM [4], 
the observation of force variation of the order of 
10 9 N (or ~ 1 e V / A )  has indicated significant 
t ip-sample interactions [5,6]. In several other 
studies, the t ip-sample separation was purposely 
set small to enhance the t ip-sample interaction, 
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and hence to modify the electronic and atomic 
structure of electrodes even irreversibly [7]. In- 
deed, atomic force microscopy (AFM) [8] probes 
the significantly strong forces exerted by the sam- 
ple on a tip attached to a minute cantilever. In 
the mesoscopic system which becomes realized 
upon atomic contact between tip and sample the 
quantum-scale conductance ( ~  2e2/h) was ob- 
served [9]. It is now expected that modifications 
of atomic and electronic structure with strongly 
interacting tip, and mesoscopic phenomena de- 
rived thereof, will dominate several studies using 
STM and AFM in the next decade. The present 
study is intended to be a concise theoretical anal- 
ysis of t ip-sample interactions at small separation 
with an emphasis on two new regimes of operation 
beyond that of conventional tunneling. 
2. Tip-sample interaction effects 
As the distance between a tip and sample is 
decreased the overlap of the wave functions of 
the electrodes increases and several interrelated 
atomic-scale interaction effects then come into 
play as suggested by investigations of the transi- 
tion from tunneling to electrical and mechanical 
contact [6,9-13]. The potential barrier between 
tip and sample is gradually lowered, which causes 
significant rearrangements of the charge density 
[5,6]. This, in turn, induces an attractive (bond- 
ing) interaction or adhesion energy leading to 
short-range attractive forces. Responding to the 
latter, the ions of the tip and sample are dis- 
placed even before plastic deformations set in. A 
few ~ingstr6ms before mechanical contact, re- 
versible local electronic and structural modifica- 
tions are therefore expected. The potential bar- 
rier collapses [6] before the point of maximum 
attraction on the apex of the tip. This regime at 
intermediate separations is characterized by sig- 
nificant electronic interaction and occurs at sepa- 
rations smaller than that of conventional tunnel- 
ing. 
Upon further approach of the tip a mechanical 
contact is eventually formed through strong bonds 
with sample atoms. If the cross section of the 
contact is sufficiently large the effective barrier 
can also collapse, leading to a ballistic transport. 
Hence, the operation of STM in this range of 
very small separations reveals a different regime, 
in which the character of transport undergoes a 
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Fig. 1. Interaction energy Ei, perpendicular  force F ± ,  and force gradient VF± (in arbitrary units) versus separation z calculated 
for an AI(001) sample and tip at the hollow (H) and top (T) sites. Ranges  of z corresponding to three regimes of STM are 
indicated. 
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qualitative change. Irreversible deformations are 
then also expected in the vicinity of the tip. We 
identify this regime as that of mechanical contact. 
In fig. 1, these two regimes (i.e. mechanical 
and electrical contact regimes) beyond that of 
conventional tunneling are schematically repre- 
sented with reference to physical quantities such 
as the interaction energy E~, the perpendicular 
component  of the tip force F ± ,  and its gradient 
VF±. Of course, the extent of these regimes 
varies depending on the electronic and structural 
properties of the tip and sample. Besides, the 
transition between adjacent regions is not sharp. 
Nevertheless, mechanical contact occurs when z 
is smaller than the separation where VF±(z )  has 
a maximum. The approach of a tip closer than 
the point of equilibrium (z = z~) corresponding to 
the minimum of E i results in a plastic (irreversi- 
ble) mechanical deformation. The second regime, 
i.e. electronic contact, occurs roughly between 
mechanical contact and the conventional tunnel- 
ing regime (i.e. between the strongly corrugated, 
short-range force region and the long-range VdW 
force region). Tip-induced mechanical and elec- 
tronic deformations in this intermediate regime 
are reversible. 
In our work the physical quantities, E~, F± 
and VF l i n  fig. 1 have been extracted from stan- 
dard self-consistent field (SCF) pseudopotential  
calculations using the local density approach 
(LDA). it is known that LDA calculations are 
convenient for obtaining the SCF potential en- 
ergy and charge density at small z, and for re- 
vealing interactions on the atomic scale but fail to 
describe long-range interactions. In our calcula- 
tions either an AI(001) or an A I ( l l l )  slab is 
chosen as the sample, while the blunt (flat) and 
sharp tips are represented by an A1 slab or an AI 
pyramid, respectively. Then, the properties of the 
entire system are computed in a supercell with 
periodic boundary conditions. The total energy 
and atomic forces are calculated in the momen- 
tum representation [14] for different lateral and 
perpendicular positions of the tip. The variation 
of the force gradient with separation z is ex- 
tracted from the derivative of Fl ( z ) ,  which is 
rather inaccurate but conceptually useful to dis- 
play. 
Owing to the limited size of the supercell and 
discretization in the wave-vector space, the LDA 
calculations described above are not convenient 
for calculating the current I or conductance o-. 
However, I or ~r corresponding to a fixed separa- 
tion z = z 0 can be calculated for free electrons 
incident on a parameterized model potential be- 
tween tip and sample fitted to the above-men- 
tioned SCF calculations [13], 
v(r, z0)= 4'm(Z, Z,,)+~(Z, ZO)P: 
XS(Z+dl/2)(O ( z - z  o+d2/2 ). 
(1) 
Here p = x  2 +y2,  d~ and d 2 a r e  half the inter- 
layer distances along the z-axis at each electrode. 
The maximum of Om(Z, Z 0) coincides with the 
saddle point of the three-dimensional potential, 
and the barrier height is @b = max{4~m( z, z0 )} -  
E F. The form of this model potential is in compli- 
ance with our SCF results and allows a separable 
solution of the Schr6dinger equation. Having the 
parameter ized form of the potential and treating 
tip and sample in the free-electron approxima- 
tion, ~ is obtained by evaluating the expectation 
value of the current operator  in terms of 
current-carrying states, and integrating it over the 
Fermi sphere. The current-carrying states, in turn, 
are calculated by a transfer matrix method [15]. 
This method has a wide range of applications 
covering tunneling as well as ballistic transport, 
even including the field emission of electrons. 
Fig. 1 clearly shows that differences (corruga- 
tion) in E~, F ± ,  VF± between the top site and 
hollow site positions of the tip are very small in 
the conventional tunneling regime, but gradually 
become pronounced as z decreases. The mini- 
mum of Ei(z)  at z¢, where strong bonds are 
formed with sample atoms, varies depending on 
the tip position. Owing to additional attraction 
primarily due to VdW interaction with atoms 
behind the tip apex, this distance is expected to 
be smaller than that corresponding to a small 
model tip. Therefore,  it is argued that the outer- 
most tip atoms can feel strong repulsive interac- 
tion even while the F± is attractive [6]. In the 
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mechanical contact regime, Ei(z)  passes through 
a minimum and increases with decreasing z, while 
F± passes through zero and becomes increasingly 
repulsive even for the flat metal  surface studied. 
A corrugation of ~ 0.5 ,~ is predicted for a tip 
under fixed load F l in the repulsive range. The 
component  of F± acting on a given tip atom 
consists of nearly compensating ion- ion repulsion 
and ion-e lect ron attraction. For z < z  e ion- ion 
repulsion exceeds the ion-e lect ron attraction and 
thus yields a repulsive force. In the strong repul- 
sive force region at very small z, ion- ion repul- 
sion considerably exceeds the magnitude of ion-  
electron attraction at the top site and is also 
larger than ion- ion repulsion at the hollow site. 
Consequently, F l  at the top site is larger than 
that at the hollow site as shown in fig. 1. In the 
conventional constant repulsive force mode of 
AFM the tip feels the ionic repulsion and there- 
fore images atomic sites as maxima. However, as 
z increases, the magnitude of ion-elect ron attrac- 
tion decays more slowly than ion- ion repulsion, 
and F .  changes sign and becomes attractive. 
This is caused primarily by the bonding charge 
density accumulated between tip and sample. In 
an intermediate range the difference between 
ion- ion repulsion at the top and the hollow site is 
still significant, and hence the attractive F± at 
the top site is smaller than that at the hollow site. 
For larger separations the e lec t ron- ion attraction 
dominates the ion- ion repulsion [6]. The result- 
ing crossing of the force curves is material depen- 
dent and thus occurs at different z. 
Our earlier calculation [5,6] illustrated how, 
upon approaching from the conventional tunnel- 
ing regime, the overlap of the tip and sample 
wave functions (~0 t and ~0 S) near E F increases. As 
a result, the electronic structure of electrodes is 
perturbed depending on the value of the hopping 
matrix element, {~0 t ]A~t+s 10s), and the charge 
(corresponding to the bonding combination) be- 
tween tip and sample is enhanced. If  the barrier 
of the potential between electrodes is finite, the 
hopping matrix element is closely related to the 
tunneling matrix element [16] 
M= ½ f (ot WPs-~Os Vgs) "dS. 
This simple argument suggested a relation, such 
as F l (z • e x p ( - K z )  [17]. Here  the inverse decay 
length in atomic units is given by K = V~bb. Re- 
cent extensive calculations confirm that such a 
relation between force and barrier height is in- 
deed satisfied as long as q~o is finite [18]. 
The anomalous  corrugation observed on 
close-packed metal surfaces is a typical example 
for the reversible t ip -sample  interaction effects 
in the intermediate regime. The observed STM 
corrugation of the nominally flat (111) surfaces of 
A1 was found to be much larger than one could 
infer from the charge density of the free surfaces 
[19]. Various models have been proposed to ex- 
plain this anomalous effect. In the range where 
attraction increases with decreasing z the tip-in- 
duced elastic deformation would reduce the cor- 
rugation of STM [6]. However, our SCF calcula- 
tions for an A1 tip and A I ( l l l )  sample showed 
that the corrugation of the surface potential is 
enhanced by the tip-induced modifications of the 
electronic structure [20]. As a result, the surface 
potential imaged by an atomically sharp tip leads 
to large corrugation which was found consistent 
with measurements  [19] within computations 
based on eq. (1). This effect occurs over a certain 
range of z, but disappears at large separations. 
In fig. 2, the contour plots of the SCF poten- 
tial in the vicinity of an atomically sharp tip are 
shown for z 0 = 4.8 A. Already at this separation 
the potential barrier (b b collapses and a classi- 
cally allowed constriction with V(r)<E v is 
formed between the outermost sample and tip 
atom at the top site. However, as seen from the 
schematic description of V(r) in fig. 2b, the mean 
transverse momentum of current-carrying states 
is increased since they are confined to the narrow 
constriction at the saddle point. Consequently, 
the energy E 1 of the lowest eigenstate of ~¢~t+s in 
the constriction lies above E v and acts as an 
effective barrier q~eff for z-variations of the wave 
functions. This situation may occur for an atomi- 
cally sharp tip. Since the opening of the first 
propagation channel is delayed, tunneling persists 
even if @b < 0. Our simple estimates from the 
SCF potential of the AI tip and A I ( l l l )  sample 
indicate that even for z = 4 .A the effective bar- 
rier is significant and si te-dependent [6]. As men- 
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~ ,  e l ec t ron ic  con tac t  r eg ime ,  w h e r e  K is still signifi-  
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Fig. 2. (a) Counter plots of potential energy V(r) calculated 
self-consistently for AI tip and AI(l l l )  sample at the separa- 
tion z 0 = 5.3 A. Solid and dotted curves correspond to V(r) > 
E v and V(r)< EF, respectively. The potential energy in- 
creases in the directions indicated by small arrows. (b) 
Schematic description of the above potential V(r) with z-de- 
pendent and xy-dependent parts at the saddle point. V= 0, 
E~, EF, and @~-f indicate vacuum level, first subband energy, 
Fermi energy and effective barrier, respectively. 
t i o n e d  above,  E~ d rops  a n d  dips  be low the  F e r m i  
level ( and  h e n c e  the  first c o n d u c t i o n  c h a n n e l  is 
o p e n e d )  if the  cons t r i c t ion  b e c o m e s  wide  e n o u g h .  
This  is on ly  expec ted  to h a p p e n  at smal l  z fol low- 
ing an  i r revers ib le  p las t ic  d e f o r m a t i o n .  
D i f f e r e n t  reg imes  in  the  o p e r a t i o n  of S T M  
have b e e n  d iscussed  so far in t e rms  of  i n t e r a c t i o n  
ene rgy  and  force  b e t w e e n  t ip an d  sample .  Next  
we discuss  how these  r eg imes  are  r e l a t ed  to the  
c o n d u c t a n c e  [9]. T o  this  end ,  eq. (1) was f i t ted  to 
the  S C F  p o t e n t i a l  b e t w e e n  t ip a n d  sample ,  an d  
the  c o n d u c t a n c e  ~r is c a l cu l a t ed  as a f u n c t i o n  of  
s e p a r a t i o n  [13]. T h e  resul t s  a re  p r e s e n t e d  in fig. 
3. F o r  large z we see tha t  logl0~r(z)  var ies  l in-  
early with z. Th i s  behav io r  is cha rac te r i s t i c  of  the  
t u n n e l i n g  c o n d u c t a n c e  a n d  occurs  in  the  co n v en -  
t iona l  t u n n e l i n g  as well  as in the  far  e n d  of  the  
con tac t  r eg ime  o n e  sees  a dev ia t ion  f rom the  
or ig ina l ly  l i nea r  r e l a t ionsh ip .  F ina l ly ,  w h e n  z de-  
c reases  to ~ Ze, the  effect ive l eng th  of the  con-  
s t r ic t ion  d s tops varying,  a l t h o u g h  a p p r o a c h  of  
the  t ip con t inues .  In  this s i tua t ion ,  d i f f e ren t  be-  
haviors  for  ~r may be  e n c o u n t e r e d  d e p e n d i n g  on  
var ious  factors  [13]. If  the  a r ea  of  con tac t  is smal l  
for an  a tomica l ly  sha rp  tip a n d  q~eff is still f ini te ,  
or  if a n  oxide layer  is loca ted  b e t w e e n  tip a n d  
sample  the  c o n d u c t a n c e  s a tu ra t e s  over  a smal l  
in terval .  O n c e  z - - Z e ,  p las t ic  d e f o r m a t i o n  takes  
p lace  u p o n  fu r t he r  a p p r o a c h  of  the  tip; d u e  to 
the  i n c r e a s e d  con tac t  area ,  q~eft co l lapses  a n d  
bal l is t ic  t r a n s p o r t  sets in. Q u a n t u m  size effects  
are  expec ted  to be crucia l  s ince the  cross sec t ion  
of  the  cons t r i c t i on  is c o m p a r a b l e  to the  F e r m i  
w a v e l e n g t h  A r [11]. However ,  a q u a n t i z a t i o n  of  cr 
wi th  well  de f i ned  p l a t e a u s  at m u l t i p l e s  of  z e 2 / h  
shou ld  no t  be  resolved due  to the  sho r t e r  l eng th  
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Fig. 3. Conductance, o- versus separation z or apparent 
displacement s (in arbitrary units) of an Ag tip above an Ag 
sample showing also the transition from the tunneling to 
ballistic conduction. The term Pm is the radius of the constric- 
tion at E F. Quantum features are smeared out in the ballistic 
transport corresponding to d = 2 ,~ shown by solid lines. 
Quantum features become apparent at the dashed line corre- 
sponding to d = 5.3 ,~ ( = Av). Dash-dotted line shows sharp 
quantum steps in the constriction of infinite length. 
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of the constriction (d = 2 A). However, if plastic 
deformation occurring leads to a longer effective 
length of the constriction (d = h v) and if the 
width also increases uniformly due to the continu- 
ing displacement of the tip the quantum jumps 
should become less smeared out. This situation 
is, however, an unlikely possibility. Another  more 
plausible explanation for the oscillations observed 
in o-(z) beyond mechanical contact [9] is that the 
effective contact area changes abruptly, as it en- 
compasses a set of atoms whose number  increases 
stepwise as the tip is pushed into the sample. 
3. Conclusions 
Based on the results of SCF calculations of 
total energy, force, and potential energy for model 
t ip -sample  systems, three regimes are identified 
in the operation of STM and AFM. In the elec- 
tronic contact regimes, perpendicular  force and 
barrier height are site-dependent.  The corruga- 
tion of the surface potential is enhanced by the 
tip-induced modifications of electronic structure. 
It is shown that the perpendicular force and 
barrier height are interrelated as long as the 
latter is positive. Beyond mechanical contact 
quantum features in the tunneling conductance 
versus tip displacement are smeared out due to 
the short length of the resulting constriction and, 
together with other properties, are strongly af- 
fected by irreversible plastic deformations effects. 
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